
Finishing Details:

Fine art print on art paper
Refers to printing with 12-pigment Vivera inkset on a 100% cotton art papers. 
We use Breathing Color ( 300g Pura Smooth, Optica One), 

Coated archival canvas
Refers to printing with 12-pigment Vivera inkset on the Lyve Archival Matte Canvas with two applied coats of 
Timeless Veneer by Breathing Color. 

Previously shown panel w/floating frame
Refers to fine art print coated and mounted on Baltic birch painter panel with Timeless Veneer and finished with 
black satin wood floating frames or dark neutral solid walnut floating frames.  The size of the frame could be 2”, 3” 
or 4.5” bigger than the print size. This price was reduced from the list price on work that was previously shown in 
the gallery and the frame might show some imperfections.
To see the finished photograph, please refer to the image below.  

All components at hand for order
Refers to custom order with the listed image size and price. It means that we have all components in stock to finish 
an order when placed as listed size. Our standard finish is the archival print mounted and coated with Timeless 
Veneer on classic painter panel and finished with a floating frame.

All custom size orders could be done up to the listed width size for close up viewing of the artwork. The size and 
finish could be consulted with the help of in situ proposals, or a virtual presentation of artwork finished with the 
regard of the client's interior real situation. 

Hahemühle ( 308g Photo Rag Baryta, PhotoRag).
The listed size refers to “image size”. The paper size is actually 4” wider and 4” taller. 
Work is shipped with image protecting layer wrap around the core in a boxed tube. It could be finished to your final 
requirements by your local framer. 

The listed size refers to “image size” that is actually 0.25” bigger. For wrap-
around canvas, “the image” size could be 4” bigger. 
“The canvas” size is 6” wider and 6” taller than the listed image size. Work is shipped with image protecting layer 
wrap around the core in a boxed tube. It could be stretched and optionally framed finished by your local framer.
 

For more details please review this

Winter Oak #2  2016 - Ed.9                                                                      Shown as 39” x 43” panel in 43.5” x 47.5” floating frame

 PDF document.

https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a59fba_f72e888dc9a14d009fc12c4fa6f515fd.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a59fba_f72e888dc9a14d009fc12c4fa6f515fd.pdf
https://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/a59fba_f72e888dc9a14d009fc12c4fa6f515fd.pdf

